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Imagine rushing your son or daughter to a healthcare facility, terrified for his lifestyle… More than just a tale for parents
with severely allergic children, this is a stirring accounts of one woman's recipe for motherhood as she rises to a
challenge she's no choice but to conquer-and successfully restores her whole family's appetite forever Susan Weissman
understands how that feels. Susan had to create food the focus of her existence merely to lead him safely through a
world filled with edible landmines. From birth, her son Eden suffered from allergy symptoms so intense an errant bite
could possibly be deadly: Dairy, eggs, soy, nuts, fish, shellfish, and many fruits all wreaked havoc with his body.In
Feeding Eden, Susan writes with poignancy, honesty, and humor about her quest to greatly help her son--including trying
a cluster of alternative therapies-as well as the effect of Eden's illness on the entire family.because he took a mouthful
of the wrong food or a few drops of milk touched his skin.
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A good overview of the epidemic of fatal food allergies, as told by a mother Susan shares her struggles with a medical
industry that at first refused to diagnose her son's life-threatening condition, after that tried to tell her it had been no
big deal, then prescribed one circular of treatments after another that didn't work. This could have been a 5-star
review, but she remaining one base almost totally uncovered: she documented the recent exponential rise in allergy
circumstances but didn't link them to the recent exponential rise in the amount of suggested childhood vaccines. The
only negative was the reserve requires a better editor. I would think that linking her suspicion that vaccination (in the
end, vaccines, like allergy symptoms, are about activating the immune system) may have remotely acquired something
regarding Eden's condition to some hard data, as she do with the weed theory, could have made her a more credible
researcher. But still, she's a mom who knows much better than to keep her son's hands in the life of the allopathic
medical market, actually if she doesn't keep it directly to blame for putting his existence so at risk to begin with.
Hurrah to Susan for a truly wonderful reserve about the joys and sorrows of raising a . There is it unfortunate where
traditional medicine has taken us.. The information by the end of the publication should prove to be helpful for others
who need assistance along this journey. In cases like this, Susan’s son includes a long list of food allergies that can be
life-threatening. Susan uses her deftness as a writer to walk us through her boy’s diagnosis and the changes that they
had to make with their lives in order to keep him healthy.I found a lot of appeal and wit here and also lots of advice for
various other parents. I experienced like I could totally relate to Susan’s descriptions. My daughter’s only concern is
usually gluten, but I still discovered Feeding Eden to be useful for me personally. I also applaud the Weissmans to be
open and embracing alternate avenues to help Eden. I believe a whole lot of parents would find comfort in this book
realizing that others have walked the same or identical path. I hope that Susan will continue to write stories for us to
read because I completely enjoyed her writing.I found myself totally caught up in this story and I highly recommend it.
Feeding Eden Susan Weissman is part mom’s memoir of the initial few years of Eden’s life and component self-help and
part motivational book targeted at parents of other food allergic kids.The author has also included a thorough list of
resources at the back of the book for those looking to find out more about food allergies.The book includes an appendix
with links and book ideas for helping live together with your child’s allergies. Anyone who has walked the food allergy
parent journey knows the chaotic early days, the dread and the new normal that happens. I loved this reserve because of
its humor, its pathos, and its own reminder that people all eventually found our balance and floor our lives in both
security and plain old love and family custom while keeping the crazy away. A must go through for anyone with kids or
anyone who works together with kids. Weissman touches on the research but focuses on the non-public. This family's
tale encapsulates that and I assurance if you have been there, you will discover yourself nodding your mind alone in your
kitchen reading at night like I did. It's amazing all that people have no idea what we don't know. The author's history as
an English instructor comes through too not merely in her neat turns of phrase but also the individual pragmatism of a
practiced educator. Useful for Parents of Food Allergic Kids Eden had problems with food practically from birth. By the
time he was a toddler, he previously been identified as having multiple food allergy symptoms. A few drops of soy milk
on his epidermis would send out his parents running for the Benadryl as Eden’s skin swelled and switched crimson, and
he broke out in hives. Journeys to the emergency room were common. The publication was entertaining and beneficial all
simultaneously. A memoir about food allergy family life steeped in the personal story, fear and hope and love - Great
read I cannot say strongly enough how much this story resonated with me, how fantastic the author's tone of voice is,
how right down to earth very much of the information is. Also included is normally extensive endnotes referencing all of
the statistics and information provided through the entire book. Rather, she mused that perhaps a federally funded
wildflower-planting system may have caused her to conceive an allergic kid. I highly recommend it for any parent with a
kid with food restrictions. Despite the fact that my children doesn’t have meals allergy issues we've faced learning
difficulties with our son. An informative, helpful story and guidebook for others with food and additional allergies! Highly
recommend. I'm a nurse by history and may appreciate everything Eden and family members together with the
multitude of of individuals are going through when dealing with all the issues related to allergy symptoms. I applaud
Susan Weissman for posting the information she's gained along with her continued efforts on behalf of all people with
allergy symptoms. enlightening. Susan’s retelling of the mental processes she faced will be the kind that any mother or



father facing childhood issues could sympathize with.. Hurrah to Susan for an absolutely wonderful book about the joys
and sorrows of raising a child with challenges. A lot of their encounter was also our knowledge. Awareness is knowledge.
I had no notion of the extent that some children/people experience food allergies. Not bad I didn't think that this
publication would hold my interest since I've no allergic kids or grandchildren but it did. Five Stars Good book. Fellow
Sufferer from Meals Allergies Having serious food allergy symptoms as an adult, it made me value that a lot of of my
food complications came as mature. People without food allergies by no means understand the issues in needing to take
emergency meals and generally worrying if a cafe will be as safe as they promise. Racking your brains on the foods that
are influencing a person is as difficult as the publication describes. It had been nice to read of someone else's struggle.
Nevertheless if you don't know a person with food allergies, this may not interest you. Four Stars Quite the tale about
food allergies. I believe of the people who do not have the same resources as the Weissmans, now there are too many.
One Star Zero interest for me. Great book Great book
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